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Omi finally returned to his room, but unfortunately, the room he was staying in
had already been turned upside down, and the dirt on the floor had been dug out
of the entire Tang family.

It seemed that one hundred first class spirit stones was not a small amount ah,
otherwise Tang Hu Lai wouldn’t be so distressed.

It took Omi half a month to completely solidify the fourth stage of Body
Tempering.

However, Omi only had the realm, but no secret methods or magic treasures.

“It seems that I must quickly find a secret method to learn, or else I’ll be very
disadvantaged when I encounter immortal cultivators, and my mortal realm
martial skills are simply unbearable in front of the spirit realm’s magic treasures.”

Omi arrived on the street and saw a library in front of him.

Omi walked into the library and began to look through the books inside the
library.

In this public library, there were no secret methods of immortal cultivation or
anything like that, however, there were many immortal insights.

Omi had been reading the books for a day and had learned a lot about some of
the things in the immortal cultivation world.

Just at noon, when Omi was about to leave the library, Omi happened to turn to a
page that read, “Nine Daoist Demon King Seeing News.”

“Hmm?The Nine Devils?”Omi was stunned, somewhat incredulous to see a book
about the Nine Daoist Demons, only, it was only a short page. A second to
remember to read the book

It is written: “The Nine Daoist Demon King was born five million years ago in
Wuzhou of the One Heavy Sea, and after two thousand years of cultivation, he
finally ascended to the Immortal World.Before his ascension, the Nine Daoist
Demon King created many legends in the spirit world, the most famous of which
was the Battle of the Sea of Ghosts, in which he killed thousands of enemies with
a single sweep of his spirit streamer, which was extremely powerful.According to
the legend, before ascending, the Nine Daoist Demon King left behind a spiritual



house, which was made of spirit stones and could be made smaller and
larger.Unfortunately, no one in later generations has found the legendary Nine
Dao Spiritual Mansion, and I don’t know if this rumor is true or not.”

That was the end of the introduction about the Nine Daoist Devils.

As he stroked the text, Omi seemed to feel that the Nine Daoist Demon King
Immortal Qi within him was very gentle at this moment.

It seemed that the Nine Daoist Demon King had ascended up from this spirit
world five million years ago.

“I don’t know if that Nine Dao Demon King’s Nine Dao Spiritual Mansion is real or
not, where is it buried, it would be great if I found it, a spiritual mansion made
entirely of spirit stones is just too extravagant.”

Omi now really hated that he didn’t know this information in the first place, or
else he could have asked the Nine Dao Demon King to his face while he hadn’t yet
transformed into immortal energy.

Omi opened his palm, the thread of golden immortal energy floating in his hand.

“Demon King, Demon King, where is that spirit house you left behind back
then?Can you give me a direction.”Omi said as he looked at the thread of
immortal qi.

However, that thread of immortal qi was no longer spiritual, it was just immortal
qi.

Omi left the library with regret.

In the blink of an eye, it was time for the Flying Cloud Sect to recruit disciples.

On one of the streets in Tian Bao City, there was a large poster posted that read,
“Flying Cloud Sect Recruiting Outsider Disciples.Application date, xx day to xx;
age requirement, under 16 years old, above the first stage of body refining;
youngsters in Tianbao City who meet the requirements and are interested in
becoming a peripheral disciple of the Flying Cloud Sect are invited to register at
the Moon Watching House within the specified date.”

Omi counted the days, there were still ten days until the registration date.

Omi immediately returned home.

At this moment, in the Tang family, the six elders were counting the number of
family children who would participate in the Flying Cloud Sect’s examination this
year.

“Is there anyone else who has reached the first stage of Body Tempering?If so,
get out of there. I’ll bring it with me.



You guys go sign up together.”The Tang family’s six elders shouted.

Omi busily shouted, “And me too, I’m going to sign up too.”

Everyone suddenly looked at Omi.

“Omi, what are you yelling about?Did you meet the requirements?”The sixth
elder said with a glare.

Omi said, “I’ve already stepped into the first stage of Body Tempering, so why
not conform.”

“What? You’re only twelve years old stepping into the first stage of Body
Tempering?”

“Yes.”

“Come here, I’ll test it for you.”

Omi walked up.

The Sixth Elder put his hand on Omi’s arm, and suddenly, the Sixth Elder was
certain that Omi had indeed stepped into the First Stage of Body Refining.

“Heavens, you’ve really stepped into the first stage of Body Tempering, how is
this possible, you’re only twelve years old.”The Sixth Elder’s face changed.

Omi said in his heart, “I’ve already stepped into the fourth stage of Body
Tempering, what’s so surprising about the first stage.But unfortunately, I have
Immortal Qi for concealment, so no matter how powerful you are, it will be
difficult for you to discover my hidden realm.”

It wasn’t that Omi was deliberately pretending to compare and conceal his realm,
but he didn’t want to shock people too much, after all, if he was known to have
stepped into the fourth stage of Body Tempering, there would definitely be
trouble, and now the first stage of Body Tempering had already made the six
elders pale.

However, no one suspected anything when Omi reached the first stage of Body
Tempering, only that Omi was really that talented.

The Sixth Elder was shocked, “Omi, how could you have reached the First Stage
of Body Tempering so quickly?That’s also, that’s unbelievable.”

“Uh, Tzu-Chen?”Omi wondered if he had heard correctly, the sixth elder actually
called him Omi, in Omi’s impression, in the entire Tang family, it seemed like no
one was very close to Tang Jingtian, even more so if he called him ‘Omi’ so
affectionately.



The group of teenagers from the Tang Family who had just come to tally the
statistics were all shocked at this moment to see the Sixth Elder verifying that
Omi had really stepped into the First Stage of Body Tempering.

Twelve years old and reaching the first stage of Body Tempering?This?

In the entire history of the Tang family, I’m afraid there wasn’t one yet.

No wonder Sixth Elderton affectionately called Omi ‘Omi’.

Omi smiled, “I don’t know why I stepped into the first stage of Body Refining so
quickly, you verified it anyway, there’s no mistake, right?”

“No, no, Omi, you really surprised me, you’re really the pride of our Tang
family.”The sixth elder said with a flattering face.

“Oh, okay.”

The sixth elder asked, “By the way, does your fifth uncle know about you
stepping into the first stage of body refining?”

“Uh, I don’t know yet, I just stepped into the first stage of Body Refining this
morning.”Omi said.

The Sixth Elder immediately ordered, “Which one of you, go call the Ninth Elder
over.”

“I’ll go.”Immediately a fifteen year old boy ran off.

At Tang Jingtian’s residence.

Tang Jing Tian was holding a first grade spirit stone in his hand, refining,
absorbing, digesting, and cultivating at a very slow pace, even if he had the
ability to refine a first grade spirit stone within an hour, it would be a waste if it
was too fast and not completely digested, so he would only refine a spirit stone
in ten days and half a month, with the aim of maximizing his use.

Just at this moment, a teenager outside shouted, “Ninth Elder, it’s bad, Sixth
Elder is calling you over.”

In a blink, Tang Jingtian appeared at the door and asked, “What are you calling
me over for?”Tang Jing Tian is a bit confused, it seems like he doesn’t have any
grudges with the Sixth Elder, certainly not any friendship.”
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